[Methodic of using of transcutaneous dynamical electroneurostimulation during treatment of patients with different variants of borderline state].
There was effectuated a valuation of effectiveness of using electroneurostimulation in combination with traditional medicinal treatment in psychiatry by 88 patients with different borderline states: asthenoneurotic, asthenodeppessive and vexatiousdepressive syndromes. Control group was formed by 90 patients with similar states, by getting only traditional treatment. Patient's state was evaluated before treatment, on the 5th and 10th day of treatment by using a scale of general clinical state - severity, a subjective visual-analog scale, a psycho-metric scale of subjective valuation of well-being, activity and mind. On the base of the data there was made a conclusion that DENS-therapy could be used in complex treatment of patients of psychiatric profile with borderline states as well in stationary as in polyclinic conditions.